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ABSTRACT
Since December 2020, the Apple App Store has required all developers to create a privacy label when submitting new apps or app
updates. However, there has not been a comprehensive study on
how developers responded to this requirement. We present the frst
measurement study of Apple privacy nutrition labels to understand
how apps on the U.S. App Store create and update privacy labels.
We collected weekly snapshots of the privacy label and other metadata for all the 1.4 million apps on the U.S. App Store from April 2 to
November 5, 2021. Our analysis showed that 51.6% of apps still do
not have a privacy label as of November 5, 2021. Although 35.3% of
old apps have created a privacy label, only 2.7% of old apps created
a privacy label without app updates (i.e., voluntary adoption). Our
fndings suggest that inactive apps have little incentive to create
privacy labels.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of security and privacy; • Software and its engineering → Software
creation and management.
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INTRODUCTION

About a decade ago, researchers frst introduced the concept of
a “Privacy Nutrition Label” to provide users with a more concise
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and easy-to-understand summary of how their sensitive data might
be accessed and used. The concept was inspired by the “Nutrition
Facts” panel, which displays nutrition information about food items
in an easy-to-read format. Similarly, privacy nutrition labels ofer
an alternative to traditional privacy policies written in natural
language, giving users more transparency about data usage [5].
Recently, this concept has gained more adoption by the industry.
For example, since December 8, 2020, Apple has required all new
and updated apps on their App Store to create a privacy label that
discloses the app’s data collection practices. Google subsequently
announced a similar requirement for the Google Play Store with
a targeted date of July 2022 for all apps to have their Data Safety
Section approved.
The responsibility of keeping privacy labels accurate largely
falls on developers since they are supposed to self-report their apps’
privacy practices. However, based on previous observations of iOS
developers creating privacy labels, Li et al. [12] identifed patterns of
misreporting and uncovered numerous challenges that developers
face for creating accurate privacy labels. By quantitatively analyzing
the privacy labels of apps on the App Store, we aim to contribute
further understanding of how well iOS developers comply with
the new privacy requirement after it had been enacted for a year.
Our fndings can also ofer guidance for other app stores to adopt
privacy nutrition labels (e.g., Google Play).
We took an exploratory data analysis approach by collecting
and analyzing a large-scale dataset of the privacy labels and other
metadata of 1.4 million apps on the U.S. Apple App Store. We started
collecting the frst weekly snapshot on April 2, 2021, and continue
to do so even now. For this paper, we perform our data analysis
on seven months of data from April 2, 2021 to Nov 5, 2021. Our
analysis aims to gain a better understanding of the main drivers for
developers to create privacy labels, as well as how promptly they
create and update their privacy labels. So we formalize them into
three research questions:
RQ1 How promptly do developers react to the call of creating
a privacy label?
RQ2 How often do developers update privacy labels after the
initial version?
RQ3 How do apps collect and use sensitive data according to
their privacy labels?
In this paper, we present the preliminary results of our study and
outline important future work directions inspired by our fndings.
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2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize two lines of research that are closely
related to this work.

2.1

Privacy Nutrition Label Research and iOS
Privacy Nutrition Label

Privacy researchers have designed privacy nutrition labels for various platforms (e.g., websites [5], mobile apps [7], IoT apps [2]) to
provide a clear, uniform, and concise summary of app data practices.
Prior research has shown multiple benefts of privacy nutrition
labels for users, such as increased speed of fnding privacy information and better comprehension of the app’s privacy practices [6].
These benefts make privacy nutrition labels a compelling alternative of privacy policies, which are widely acknowledged to be
lengthy, ambiguous, and hard to understand [4, 14].
Apple introduced app privacy details to their App Store in December 2020, marking the frst ever large-scale adoption of the
concept of privacy nutrition labels.1 With this feature, users can
learn at a glance what data will be collected by an app, whether
the data is linked to users or used to track users, and the purposes
for which data may be used. Accuracy is a key requirement for
privacy nutrition labels, while the fact that Apple privacy labels
are self-reported by developers without a systematic review process leads to potential inaccuracy issues. By observing twelve iOS
developers creating a privacy label for their app and interviewing
them, Li et al. [12] identifed recurring errors in privacy nutrition
labels due to developers’ knowledge blindspots and the signifcant
overhead and ambiguity involved in this process. Specifcally, they
found that many developers had not heard about the privacy label
requirement before the study or had misunderstanding about when
they could create the privacy label for their apps. Their fndings
also suggest that the challenges of creating a privacy label may
make developers reluctant to update their privacy labels in the long
run.
In this work, we present preliminary fndings of the frst largescale analysis study of Apple’s privacy nutrition labels. Cranor
et al. [1] analyzed standardized bank privacy notices as a form of
privacy nutrition label, while their sample size (N = 6, 000) is much
smaller than ours (N = 1, 437, 605). By quantitatively measuring
how developers created and updated privacy nutrition labels, we
can better understand the challenges in promoting the adoption
1 https://developer.apple.com/app-store/app-privacy-details/

of privacy nutrition labels. We found that an app update appeared
to be the key driver of the creation of the frst privacy label for an
app. We also confrmed that developers rarely updated the privacy
labels after creating the frst version.

2.2

Large-Scale Privacy Analysis of Mobile
Apps

Another line of related work is large-scale analysis studies of mobile apps regarding privacy. Some work examined app privacy
behaviors using static or dynamic program analysis to identify data
leaks [3, 8, 16]. Specifcally, there is growing interest in automatically identifying inconsistencies between privacy policies and the
app data practices using program analysis to analyze the app and
using NLP to analyze the policies [16]. Although the consistency
requirement is also crucial for privacy nutrition labels, Apple’s
defnitions of certain terms make it impossible to conduct this analysis without access to the backend data storage [12]. Therefore, we
chose to not involve program analysis in this work.
Other research took a similar approach, focusing on analyzing
various types of privacy notices such as privacy policies [15] and
permission request rationales [13], which requires a great amount of
work simply for parsing the content of the privacy notices. Thanks
to the standardized nature, privacy labels are less ambiguous than
privacy policies and provide more clear purposes than the rationale
messages created by developers. We can directly obtain a privacy label in a machine-readable format, making the analysis a lot easier. In
Section 4.3, we demonstrate the potential benefts of analyzing privacy nutrition labels on a large scale for the app store, researchers,
developers and users.

3

METHOD

We summarize the data collection methods and the data preprocessing methods in this section.

3.1

Data Collection Methods

We have been collecting data from the U.S. App Store every week
since April 2, 2021.
H
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This is the frst large-scale analysis of Apple privacy labels to the
best of our knowledge. Our analysis showed that 51.6% of apps in
the U.S. App Store still do not have a privacy label as of November
5, 2021. Specifcally, although 35.3% of old apps (i.e., apps published
before Dec. 8, 2020) have created a privacy label, only 2.7% of old
apps created a privacy label without simultaneous app updates
(i.e., voluntary adoption). Furthermore, privacy label creation was
highly associated with app updates, which suggests that there is
little incentive for developers of inactive apps to create a privacy
label. For apps that created a privacy label in April, 2021, only 5.8%
of them ever updated the privacy label while 43.4% of them updated
the app. This large gap suggests apps may not update the privacy
labels in time.

Li et al.
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Figure 1: Number of Apps Captured Each Week
Every Thursday, we start the data collection process by updating
the app list to account for the removal and addition of apps. Then on
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Friday, we collect privacy labels and app metadata by querying the
two types of data for all the apps in the updated app ID list. Finally,
we run error-checking scripts to identify empty or incomplete data
instances and run the crawling scripts again to fx them. Each
privacy label instance contains the app ID and the privacy details,
namely the data types collected and whether the data is linked to
users or used to track users.
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3.2

Data Preprocessing Methods



We examined the apps in our dataset along several dimensions
related to our three research questions. Below, we introduce these
dimensions and how we pre-processed the data to derive corresponding attributes.

3.2.2 Old apps without a label on April 2, 2021. For old apps, we
further made a distinction based on whether we captured the time
that the frst privacy label was created. Since we started data collection in April, a few months after the enactment of this new policy,
266,740 apps already had a privacy label in our frst data snapshot
collected on April 2, 2021 (22.9% old apps). That is to say, we could
only identify the time of the frst compliance for the rest of the apps
(77.1%), which are old apps without a label on April 2, 2021. Most of
the RQ1 and RQ2 analysis only considered this part of the old apps.
3.2.3 Use of "Ratio" in Figures. As refected in Figure 1. The number
of apps we capture each week is not under a perfectly uniform
distribution. With the total count fuctuating around 1.2 million
and the number of old apps constantly decreasing, raw counts may
not reveal the actual trend in some of our analyses. To minimize
this factor, we chose to use a weekly ratio over the raw number to
describe the trends in most of the subsequent plots. That is, plots
with "ratio" as y-axis do not have a constant denominator. Instead,
the ratios are calculated dynamically with numbers captured each
week as denominators to account for individual situations and
smooth out the fuctuation. Particularly, we frequently use "old
apps without a label on April 2, 2021" as the denominator. Note
that this number is not a constant, as some apps might be deleted
by their developers and some might be purged by the app store.
This number has a similar weekly trend as the "Old Apps Published
Before Dec. 8, 2020" line in Figure 1.

4

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

We present fndings based on data for 1,437,605 apps collected from
April 2 to November 5, 2021 (32 weeks).
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Figure 2: Ratios of Apps That Have Labels (Cumulative). The
denominator is the number of apps in the U.S. App Store in
each week as refected in Figure 1. Among all the apps, 51.6%
of them still do not have a privacy label as of Nov. 5, 2021.
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3.2.1 New vs. Old Apps. All new apps published on the App Store
after Dec. 8, 2020 must provide a privacy label. Apps published
before that date can voluntarily add a privacy label at any time, but
they will only be forced to add a privacy label on their next app
update. We refer to apps published before and after Dec. 8, 2020
as old apps and new apps respectively. As of Nov. 5, 2021, there are
1,162,748 old apps (80.9% apps on the U.S. App Store) and 274,857
new apps (19.1%).
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Figure 3: Ratios of old apps that added the frst privacy label
in each week. The denominator is the number of old apps
without a label on April 2, 2021 captured each week. This
chart shows an overall decreasing trend in the compliance
speed of old apps.

4.1

How Promptly Do Developers React to the
Call of Creating a Privacy Label? (RQ1)

4.1.1 The majority of apps on the U.S. App Store are still missing
a privacy label. Our analysis showed that 51.6% of apps in the U.S.
App Store still do not have a privacy label as of Nov. 5, 2021, eleven
months after the app store enacted the new requirement. Due to
Apple’s requirement, all new apps published after Dec. 8, 2020 must
have a privacy label to enter the App Store, resulting in an 100%
compliance rate. On the other hand, only 35.3% of old apps created
a privacy label as of Nov. 5, 2021. Although the percentage of apps
that have labels is increasing steadily overtime (see Figure 2), it
largely owes to the newly published apps every week who are
forced to have a privacy label. The reality is that the number of
old apps adding frst label each week is stepping downward, as
suggested in Figure 3 by the decreasing trend of the ratio of old
apps that created the frst label in each week.
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4.1.2 Privacy label creation is associated with app updates. Although 35.3% of old apps have created a privacy label, only 2.7% of
old apps created a privacy label without simultaneous app updates
(i.e., voluntary adoption). Therefore, we further looked into the
relationship between privacy label creation time and app update
time. Figure 4 shows that the number of old apps that created the
frst privacy label in the same week of an app update are consistently higher than privacy labels added before an app update, both
using the number of old apps without a label on April 2, 2021 as the
denominator. Figure 5 further shows that among apps that created
the frst privacy label over the seven months, 64.2% made an app
update at the same time of creating the frst label and 14.4% made
an app update within one week after the frst label.
$SS8SGDWH$IWHU3ULYDF\/DEHO&UHDWLRQ
$SS8SGDWH:LWK3ULYDF\/DEHO&UHDWLRQ
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Figure 4: Trends of the ratios of old apps that created the
frst privacy label. Denominator is old apps without a label
on April 2, 2021 captured that week.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the length of time between frst privacy label creation and its following app update. The denominator is the number of old Apps that have at least published
one privacy label. N = 104914. It implies a strong correlation
between the version update and frst privacy label creation.
Over 64.1% of the apps released version updates at the same
time as they frst published their privacy label.

How Often Do Developers Update Privacy
Labels? (RQ2)

4.2.1 Additional privacy label updates were rare. We further investigated how often developers updated their privacy labels after
adding the frst one. In this analysis, we only considered the 137,088
apps that created the frst privacy nutrition labels in April 2021, including both new and old apps, so we can observe their app updates
and privacy label updates for a fxed length of time (28 weeks). As
indicated in Figure 6, out of the 137,088 apps, we found that only
7,884 of them ever updated the privacy label later (5.8%). On the
other hand, 59,555 of them at least released one app version update
(43.4%). Although app updates do not always cause changes in data
practices, the large gap between the app updates and additional privacy label updates suggest that developers may not update privacy
labels frequently enough to refect data practice changes in time.

4.3





4.2

How Do Apps Collect and Use Sensitive
Data According to Their Privacy Labels?
(RQ3)

Privacy labels provide information about apps’ data practices that
may be hard to learn from conventional privacy notices such as
privacy policies and permissions. This potentially ofers an efcient
way to gain a holistic understanding of app data use on the App
Store. For example, Figure 7 shows a stable trend of apps reporting
“Data not collected” on the U.S. App Store. The denominator for
each point is the number of apps that have had a privacy label in
that week. For apps that reported some data collection behaviors
in the privacy label, we analyzed the ratios of apps that reported
diferent types of data practices over the seven months, including
“Data Not Linked to You”, “Data Linked to You”, and “Data Used to
Track You”.2
Note that these three categories are not mutually exclusive and
we count an app as reporting a certain type of data practice if they
at least mentioned one data type associated with this data practice.
Figure 8 shows that among apps that reported data collection, both
“Data Not Linked to You” and “Data Linked to You” remain stable,
while the ratios of “Data Used to Track You” started decreasing in
late April, when iOS 14.5 was released. Note that the denominator
for each point is the number of apps that have created a privacy
label showing data collection practices in that week. These results
suggest that the App Tracking Transparency framework introduced
in iOS 14.5, which aims to give users control over tracking behaviors,3 may have caused a positive efect on reducing app tracking
practices.
We further break down the apps into diferent categories. There
are 26 app categories in total on the App Store. From Figure 9 and 10,
we can learn that apps from diferent categories show very diferent
patterns of data use. This result shows the potential to beneft app
developers and users using the privacy label data. Developers can
obtain insights into how apps in the same category of their own
app tend to collect and use data. Users can see whether a specifc
2 “Data Not Linked to You” means data not identifable on its own and not stored with
other identifable data; “Data Linked to You” means data either identifable on its own
or stored with other identifable data; “Data Used to Track You” means data shared
with third parties for advertising purposes.
3 https://developer.apple.com/app-store/user-privacy-and-data-use/
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(a) Version change distribution after the frst privacy label creation
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(b) Privacy label update distribution after the frst label creation

Figure 6: Distribution of the app version update count and the privacy label update count. The denominator for both charts is
the number of apps that created the frst privacy label in April (N = 137, 088).
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Figure 7: Trends of ratios of apps claiming “Data not collected”. The denominator for each point is the number of
apps that are equipped with a privacy label in that week.

app they want to use has disclosed data practices that are common
to other apps in that category.

5

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We discuss the challenges and opportunities of promoting privacy
labels and future directions based on our fndings.

5.1

Challenges in Having Inactive Apps Create
Privacy Labels

As shown in Section 4.1, apps published before the new requirement comprise 80.9% of apps on the U.S. App Store, and only 35.3%
of these apps have created a privacy label. Although this number
is increasing, the rate of change appears to be slowing over time.
We noticed that privacy label updates often happened together
with app updates, which suggests that there is not much incentive
for developers to create privacy labels for apps that are not being
updated at this point. This observation echos prior work’s fnding
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Figure 8: Trends of ratios of apps reporting diferent types of
data practices. The denominator for each point is the number of apps that have a privacy label showing data collection
practices in that week. The decreasing trend of “Data Used
to Track You” suggests the positive efect of the App Tracking Transparency framework introduced in iOS 14.5 at late
April.

that developers often hold a passive attitude towards privacy [10].
Although it appears to be somewhat remarkable that so many developers had created labels for their old apps and 2.7% old apps
created a privacy label without app updates, which suggests voluntary adoption. It would be interesting to understand better what
motivated the voluntary adoption. The overall low label adoption
rate for old apps makes the label system less useful for users, since
they can only view labels for about half the apps they might be
interested in.
To address this problem, there are two important directions for
future research. The frst direction is to gain more in-depth understanding on what factors afect how promptly developers create
a privacy label. For example, Li et al. [12] interviewed developers
and learned that many of them had not heard about privacy label
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Privacy type = Data Not Collected
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Figure 9: Ratios of apps reporting no data collection per app category. The denominator of each bar is the total number of apps
in that category that have a privacy label. Note that some categories are abbreviated (Dev: Developer Tools, Edu: Education,
Life: Lifestyle, Med: Medical, Ref: Reference)
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Figure 10: Ratios of apps reporting diferent types of data practices per app category. The denominator of each bar is the total
number of apps in that category that have a privacy label reporting data collection practices. Note that some categories are
abbreviated (Dev: Developer Tools, Edu: Education, Life: Lifestyle, Med: Medical, Ref: Reference)
or had misperceptions about how to create one, which potentially
explains the problem with inactive apps. Future research should
further investigate this problem using diferent methods and more
diverse and representative samples. A second direction is to design
more efective techniques to increase developers’ knowledge about
privacy labels and help them create the label. Specifcally, there
should be more methods to inform developers about this requirement in addition to the app store. For example, the IDE may be
enhanced to prompt developers about this requirement when they
are coding [9] and it may even further help developers create the
privacy label by analyzing the source code [11].

5.2

Challenges in Having Developers Update
Privacy Labels over Time

As shown in Section 4.2, privacy labels seem to be rarely updated
after they are created. Among apps that created the frst label in
April, only 5.8% of them ever updated the label within 28 weeks after
the frst privacy label was created, while 43.4% of them released
app updates. Although a privacy label update is not needed if the
data practices are not changed, this large gap suggests that it may
be challenging for apps to keep their privacy labels up-to-date.
Currently, the App Store does not show further alerts as long as
there is a privacy label already in place.
Hence, future research needs to develop methods to automatically detect privacy labels that fail to refect changes in data practices. A potential idea is to leverage the information in the release
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notes of app updates (part of the app metadata in our dataset). For
example, keywords like “cloud storage” in release notes can indicate
potential changes to data practices on an app update. We tested this
idea and found 982 apps that contained the keyword “cloud storage”
and we did fnd apps that stored sensitive user data on cloud but
did not report it on their privacy label, such as one location logging
app that stores the location data on the cloud but had a privacy
label claiming “Data Not Collected”.

5.3

Opportunities in Improving Understanding
of App Privacy

On the other hand, we have shown in Section 4.3 that because
privacy labels can be described in a machine-readable format, it
provides a simple way to analyze app data practices on a large scale.
Our analysis demonstrates that the App Transparency Framework
introduced in iOS 14.5 appears to result in less data used for tracking, which is benefcial to user privacy. We also demonstrate the
diferent patterns of data use across app categories which can serve
as references for developers and users to develop and select apps.
Overall, privacy labels have the potential to help users, developers
and researchers in diferent aspects. Although we want to note that
these labels may contain errors and whether there are systematic
errors that can cause misunderstanding in the overall trend remains
to be investigated by future work.

6

LIMITATIONS

There are several limitations in our study methodology. First, as
mentioned in Section 3.2.1, we used the “Date published” information to categorize apps into old and new apps. However, a closer
examination of the dataset revealed that this information may not
always accurately refect the frst day the app was published on
the app store. Specifcally, we noticed that 1.3% of new apps had a
frst version release date earlier than the published date and 0.52%
of new apps do not have a privacy label provided, which suggests
that there may be errors in the release date and published date
information that we crawled from the app store. Second, because
we started crawling four months after the requirement of privacy
labels, we could not fgure out the exact time that the 266,740 apps
that created a privacy label before we started crawling (22.9% old
apps) and we had to exclude this portion of apps from some analysis
about RQ1 and RQ2. This means the trends we identifed about old
apps without a label on April 2, 2021 may not generalize to other
old apps.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the frst work to analyze the privacy nutrition labels of apps on the U.S. Apple App Store. From our analysis
of 32 weeks of data about 1.4 million apps, we identifed various
challenges in the adoption of privacy nutrition labels, including
inactive apps lacking incentives to create privacy labels and developers may not update privacy labels to refect data practice changes
in time. We discuss future research directions based on our fndings.
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